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Introduction

Recognition is mostly seen as a legal or political process occurring bilaterally between states. Such legal and political understandings of recognition help us explore the way in which states emerge (or not) as units of the international system. With reference to Kosovo, they help us understand Kosovo’s place in the diplomacy of international relations but, equally, they also create two major limitations in our understanding of statehood matters. First, they neglect the significance of Kosovo’s quest for international existence outside strictly intergovernmental contexts, such as through cultural or sports links (e.g. FIFA, IOC). Secondly and related, they do not help us understand ways in which Kosovo acts like a state, despite its lack of general recognition.

This is the gap that this report addresses, by zooming on Kosovo’s sport policies and participation globally and in relation to recognition. In this context, we explore:

1. How has Kosovo participated in international football and other sport events? What are the opportunities and the challenges related to recognition issues?
2. While taking part in those events, to what extent is Kosovo exercising a specific kind of sovereignty that enables it to act as a state and/or be considered as such by states or their citizens?
3. How can Kosovo benefit from this in order to improve its external image but also a sense of belonging for its society more internally?
These questions are important for understanding the way in which sports, and consequently other cultural activities, and statehood interplay in Kosovo, which, in turn, allows us a fuller understanding of the complexities of statehood. Not only because Kosovo’s effort at taking part in sports and other culture-related activities are quite substantial but also because they have mostly escaped analyses, which tend to concentrate on more high politics themes.

Furthermore, the question of sports also holds the potential for breaking down stereotypes that might exist between Kosovo and others, especially non-recognisers. In answering these questions, we build on existing research on recognition and sports diplomacy and on insights from more flexible forms of acceptance and assessment of other cases that, like Kosovo, do not enjoy full recognition (e.g. Taiwan, Palestine, New Caledonia, Scotland, Hong Kong). Our historical analysis draws on data collected via a combination of desk research from existing bibliography and open-source data available, documents issued by key stakeholders (e.g. Olympic Study Centre, and Kosovo’s sporting federations) and interviews with eight decision-makers both on the side of Kosovo’s sports and politics and from international sporting governing bodies. Before we present our analysis, the next section offers a preliminary discussion of issues of state recognition, international relations and sports, including with reference to Kosovo. A final section draws on our analysis to offer a set of recommendations for how Kosovo can build on the experience of participating in international sports.

---

2 Sovereign Statehood

Recognition is mostly seen as a legal or political process whereby a state recognises a different state through a declaration or through developing diplomatic relations. Such legalistic understandings of recognition are also reflected in the views of policymakers as well as more public accounts. In dealing with Kosovo, for example, the EU has approached recognition as a state competence. Other policy documents emphasise more the importance of international organisations for recognition. For example, according to the Arbitration Commission of the Conference on Yugoslavia (also known as Badinter Arbitration Committee) ‘membership of international organisations, bears witness to these states’ conviction that the political entity so recognised is a reality’. Similarly, most media accounts of the younger state in the world talk of South Sudan, the last member to join the UN. In any case, state recognition is a question of high, intergovernmental politics.

Recognition has also been seen as enabling participation in international relations, whereby the state remains the main actor. It is in this vein that recognition and the ability to develop external diplomatic, economic and other linkages have been seen as different but inter-related dimensions of sovereignty. In simple words, the ability to rule a state over a territory and a population has been seen as related to internal sovereignty, while the recognition of this rule as an external dimension of sovereignty. In this regard, external sovereignty is seen as exogenous but still closely connected to internal sovereignty.

4 Recognition is hereby used as referring to state recognition, in the way in which it has been understood in political science and international relations terms. For a collection of works on the topic see Visoka, G., Newman, E., & Doyle, J., eds. (2019). Routledge Handbook of State Recognition. Routledge, Abingdon.
What is more, recognition is important for international relations because it impacts our understanding of which political organisations come to be considered a state and, therefore, who is a member of the international society and who is not. In this sense, recognition has a constitutive function for statehood, since it has been regarded as a prerequisite of state-becoming and the mutual recognition of sovereigns has been seen as the very foundation of a society of states. Important for our discussion is also that internal sovereignty can be seen as involving an array of capabilities exercised at the international rather than national level, such as the ability to conduct foreign policy and to participate in international fora in the face of increasing globalisation.

But although there is recent evidence that increase in bilateral links could be a preamble of recognition, the two, as expressions of external and internal sovereignty respectively, do not always go hand in hand. There are recognised states that remain quite isolated, such as North Korea. Equally, there are others who suffer a severe lack of recognition but which they have managed to partake extensively in international relations, certainly more than one would expect by looking at their recognition. For example, Taiwan is only recognised by a few states, but it has managed to have access to many international fora and has strong trade and other links with the rest of the world. Here, however, it is important to highlight that, usually, Taiwan is member to these processes not under its preferred constitutional name (‘Republic of China’, which is disputed by China) but other designations that are acceptable to China, most notably ‘Chinese Taipei’. Such a diplomatic flexibility has led to a ‘normalisation’ of Taiwan and has been assessed by Taiwanese leadership as beneficial for accessing international relations but it is not recognition. In fact, listing Taiwan as Chinese Taipei is an at least implicit non-recognition of statehood claims and, oppositely, a recognition of China’s sovereignty over the island. As a result, here, we witness the rather oxymoron scenario whereby a voluntary abandonment of (external) sovereignty as recognition, via accepting non-recognition and the designation ‘Chinese Taipei’, leads to an increase in (internal) sovereignty, understood as the ability to take part in international relations. There are other similar examples: the confidence building measures supported by the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) that allow cars from Transnistria to travel throughout Moldova with neutral plates have been seen as having the potential of strengthening Transnistria’s internal sovereignty in practice.

---

Kosovo’s recognition and participation in international relations is far less black and white. Kosovo is recognised by around half of UN members, including three out of five permanent members of the UN Security Council, and, therefore, it does not sit comfortably at either of the two categories of recognised or heavily unrecognised states that have attracted most of the literature’s attention\(^\text{19}\). In more qualitative terms, even some who do not recognise Kosovo, like the EU collectively, they stand neutral towards its statehood status, rather than condemning in like in other cases like Abkhazia or South Ossetia\(^\text{20}\). Others with similarly substantial but still far from universal or general recognition include Palestine, which is recognised by the majority of UN members but is not a full member to the UN, although it is an observer member state and member to other international organisations like the Arab League, or even the Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic, which is recognised by a small minority of UN members but is welcomed in the African Union.

In terms of access to international relations and on top of the bilateral links with states, Kosovo has mostly followed a strategy of applying to collective bodies where the rules of admission are favourable to an application. For example, Kosovo’s strategy to not apply for UN membership yet but to do so for the IMF, the World Bank and, more recently, the Council of Europe was primarily influenced by the voting system, whereby the voting powers of Kosovo’s international partners in those two bodies were much higher than those of its opponents\(^\text{21}\). In this regard, this distinction between recognition and participation, as linked to external and internal sovereignty respectively, seems especially important for understanding Kosovo, because of its complex profile in terms of recognition but also because of its rather fervent effort to access international relations at the same time. This distinction, as well as relationship, between state recognition and access to international relations is reflected a lot on the area of international sports and relates to Kosovo’s fervent efforts to develop its international profile, despite its lack of diplomatic recognition.

---


In terms of access to international relations and on top of the bilateral links with states, Kosovo has mostly followed a strategy of applying to collective bodies where the rules of admission are favourable to an application.
The Relevance of International Sports

Although somewhat distinct, participation to international sports and wide acceptance as a state relate to each other\(^{22}\), and this is why international sports are another way through which many assess whether a given entity should be considered a state or not, as well as a key device of everyday nationalism\(^{23}\). For example, the enlargement policies of FIFA and the IOC have been successful in allowing representation from almost all states and this process accelerated in the last fifty years, as it is illustrated in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. As of today, the only recognised state that does not feature the Olympic family is the Vatican City, while in FIFA only eight sovereign nations remain out of its structures and competitions\(^{24}\), mostly from Oceania. Indeed, IOC rules stipulate that the NOC candidate needs to a) present previous affiliation to at least five international sporting governing bodies and, b) be an independent state recognised by the international community. This is something that heavily unrecognised entities like Abkhazia or Northern Cyprus, and even non-sovereign dependencies or overseas territory like Curaçao, Greenland or New Caledonia, cannot do. But, as we will see later, the provision was creatively interpreted and allowed Kosovo’s membership, despite their lack of UN membership and general international recognition\(^{25}\).

Such decisions to accept or not a new member are often impacted by existing membership of the international body. Even though international sports governing bodies (ISBGs) see interferences from public institutions to their affiliated national federations as detrimental to their autonomy\(^{26}\),

---

\(^{22}\) There are, however, some exemptions. For example, Great Britain competes in the Olympics but many sports, like football, see the membership and competition of its constituent nations, that is England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. In rugby, a unified Irish team assembles both the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland, while in cricket several English-speaking sovereign states and British Overseas Territories in the Caribbean all compete together as West Indies.


\(^{24}\) These are the Vatican City, Monaco, Marshall Islands, Tuvalu, Kiribati, Palau, and Nauru. United Kingdom does not participate as such, but delegates its representation in England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland, as indicated above.

\(^{25}\) Apart from Kosovo, polities like American Samoa, Cook Islands, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macau, Guam, US Virgin Islands, British Virgin Islands, Curaçao, Aruba, Bermuda, Cayman Islands and Puerto Rico competes both at FIFA and IOC levels, while other polities like Gibraltar, Faroe Islands, Tahiti, New Caledonia, Montserrat, Anguilla and Turks and Caicos Islands are members of FIFA, but not of the IOC.

Sport governance is increasingly moving towards multi-stakeholder, networked decision-making. In such decision-making, governments affect corporate decisions depending on the influence they have in each sporting federation. For example, according to a source related to sports management in Kosovo, “there are federations in which Russia is powerful and then, admission came only after admission to the IOC, but there were other sports in which Kosovo’s allies like the US or Turkey were quite influential to get our membership accepted”. Membership to international sports bodies are extra important for its snowballing effects: for example, once an entity achieves affiliation into the IOC it is hard for its opponents to stop its membership into the rest of sporting associations. Similarly, the decision to admit Kosovo into UEFA made note of the fact Kosovar sporting federations had been recognised by other international sporting organisations. Finally, ISGBs only sanction or ban members if they attack principles of fair play (cases of institutionally promoted drug abuse, match fixing, government interference, etc.) or if their states engage in international conflicts with overt responsibility (Yugoslavia in 1990s during the Yugoslav wars, Russia in 2022 after the invasion of Ukraine, etc.). But this is markedly different to the withdrawal of state recognition for a range of reasons (for example, some states have withdrawn their recognition of Kosovo due to pressure from Serbia).

There is already some preliminary evidence that suggests Kosovo has managed to participate in international sports despite its lack of general recognition\(^{29}\), i.e. increase its internal sovereignty in spite of compromised external sovereignty. This is similar to a somewhat different but useful distinction that Düerkop and Ganohariti make between sports sovereignty and political sovereignty, with Kosovo scoring high in the first but lower in the second\(^{30}\). If this is seen in combination with the reflections on international sports access and conduct above, a series of questions arise, which are important for Kosovo, particularly in terms of the relationship between statehood, recognition and access to international relations. How has Kosovo participated to international sports? Is it easier for Kosovo to participate in international sports rather than high politics diplomacy and gain recognition, and how does that participation look like? Indeed, it is expected that aspiring states will engage with sports taking advantage of their perceived status as ‘low politics’ towards looking more like a state\(^{31}\). What does Kosovo’s participation in international sports tell us about, on the one hand its recognition and, on the other hand, its access to international relations? Is participation in international sports a way in which Kosovo manages to act, and even been seen, as a state, despite the quite important lack of recognition, both at the bilateral and collective level? What is the impact, if any, of Kosovo’s participation to international sports to more internal matters, like Kosovo’s institutions, society and identity?

---

\(^{29}\) We understand ‘general recognition’ as evident through UN membership. See also Kurtulus, E.N. (2005). Sovereignty. London: Palgrave.


Kosovo’s Participation to International Sports

In this section, we analyse Kosovo’s participation to international sports in a somewhat chronological order that also highlights different dimensions of this process. First, we look at how Kosovo sought participation to international sports, highlighting the often exceptional ways in which this was done. Next, we turn our attention to what has happened after Kosovo’s greater access to the international sporting world following its admission to most federations and the different challenges that come with that.

Seeking Sport sovereignty

Efforts for an independence representation in sports go long back in history, as do the independence efforts from Kosovo Albanians and their struggle to achieve cultural equality within Yugoslavia. From 1946, sporting clubs founded by ethnic Albanians in Kosovo were integrated into the Yugoslav league systems and became a symbol of resistance and cultural affirmation. Between 1945 and 1991, two Kosovo Albanian football teams featured in the Yugoslav First League. These were FK Prishtina (5 seasons in total) and KF Trepça from Mitrovica (1 season and reached the final of the Yugoslav Cup in 1978). Despite the fact the Yugoslav Constitution of 1974 improved the access of ethnic Albanians to civic institutions, it did not trigger a wider participation of Kosovo Albanians into sporting events. As an example, out of hundreds of sportspeople that represented Yugoslavia at Summer and Winter Olympics from 1976 to 1988, we found only one athlete from Kosovo Albanian origins: boxer Aziz Salihu who brought home a bronze medal in Super heavyweight category at Los Angeles 1984.

---

33 We found two other ethnic Albanian athletes but from Macedonia: freestyle wrestlers Shaban Trstenka (gold in 1984 Los Angeles and silver in 1988) and Shaban Sejdiu (bronze both in 1980 and 1984). The fact that the few Albanian sportspeople that managed to represented Yugoslavia at the Olympics have won medals may indicate how discrimination toward Albanians worked, especially with the ones that were not so overwhelmingly succesful. Apart from these cases, it is worth noticing te case of Fahrudin Jusufi, an ethnic Gorani football player from Kosovo that represented Yugoslavia in the most important international tournaments during the 1960s.
If participation of non-Serb Kosovars was scarce then, the process of recentralisation to Belgrade in the 1980s only increased social discrimination and segregation policies towards ethnic Albanians in sporting activities. A recurrent theme across our interview data is how discriminated Kosovo Albanian footballers were during the times of Socialist Yugoslavia, citing Fadil Vokrri as supposedly a rare example of the only ethnic Albanian footballer who represented Yugoslavia internationally at a senior level\(^3^4\) and whose extraordinary talent surpassed ethnic prejudices. According to a former footballer\(^3^5\), the first attempt of Kosovo Albanians to split up with the Yugoslav football system was in 1989 when FK Pristina refused to come out to play for the second half in a match in Belgrade because of riots and mistreatments from local fans and authorities. Shortly after, Kosovo Albanian teams began to boycott Yugoslav sporting institutions and develop their owns in parallel during the 1990s in a precarious and hostile environment\(^3^6\).

Sportspeople in Kosovo interviewed for this paper remember this period as one in which practising sports was, in a way, an escape from everyday hardships but, at the same time, a relatively dangerous activity that could be interpreted as subversive by Yugoslav authorities. As an example, the letter addressing the Annual General Meeting of the International Table Tennis federation in 2003 opened with stressing that, not always easy, history:

“In Kosovo, Table Tennis has been played in organised way since 1953. Table Tennis federation of Kosovo as an independent federation exists since 1991. For 12 years now the sport enthusiasts have worked in developing the table tennis in very hard conditions.”

Except for the rare case of table tennis (see below), it was not until the 2008 declaration of independence in which Kosovar sporting federations were able to start breaking isolation and seeking their place in the sporting world. During the 1990s and the period of UNMIK administration, Kosovo’s institutions did manage to develop some initiatives of sport diplomacy. The Olympic Committee of Kosovo was founded in 1992 and, as documented through their correspondence with the International Olympic Committee\(^3^7\), their attempts to achieve international presence goes back as far as 1995. After the Kosovo war in 1999, Kosovo’s National Olympic Committee (NOC) tried unsuccessfully to send athletes to the 2000 Summer Olympics at Sydney as part of the Independent Olympic delegation. In 2003, Kosovo’s succeeded in gaining membership to a governing body, the International Fed-

\(^3^4\) There were other ethnic Albanian footballers but mostly at youth teams, like the case of Xhevat Prekazi.
\(^3^5\) Interview with former footballer, Prishtina, March 2022.
\(^3^6\) This resembles wider process of the development of separate and parallel state institutions developed during the nineties. For more, see Pula, B. (2004): “The emergence of the Kosovo “parallel state,” 1988–1992”, Nationalities Papers: The Journal of Nationalism and Ethnicity, 32:4, 797-826.
\(^3^7\) Olympic Studies Centre. Archive. Correspondence with the Olympic Committee of Kosovo, 1992–1999. Lausanne, Switzerland.
eration of Table Tennis (ITTF), perhaps rather surprisingly because it pre-dates independence. But what is especially interesting here, is how Kosovars instrumentalised UN’s activities post-1999 towards furthering their participation in international sports. In 1999 and on the basis of Resolution 1244, UNMIK took over the effective administration of Kosovo and the task to build institutions for Kosovo’s autonomy. In practice, UNMIK ended up building the institutions that were eventually declared institutions of Kosovo as declared in 2008. In the same way in which Kosovars showed important political agency in embracing those institutions for building an independent state, they also drew on UNMIK’s authority over the area for furthering their sport aspirations. The text of the application to join the International Table Tennis Federation in 2003 is illuminative here:

The federation also submitted to the international federation a letter from UNMIK that confirmed this.

In the end, Kosovo was successful in joining the federation. Crucial for this success is the fact the International Table Tennis Federation is among the most flexible sporting governing bodies when coming to accept polities whose sovereignty is not black or white. As of today, the Federation counts with 227 national members, which makes it the widest sporting governing body in the world. However, it still prevents disputed territories, heavily unrecognized states, and secessionist regions from getting membership. Therefore, Kosovo’s application benefited by the support of key stakeholders and international allies. Following the 2008 declaration of independence and because Kosovo attained widespread but not general recognition, better integration in sports or cultural matters dominated foreign policy as winning smaller ‘recognition contests’ rather than concentrating on, for the moment, futile efforts like UN membership38. These efforts have not been easy and there is evidence that the lack of recognition has posed significant challenges to Kosovo’s participation to international sports, including in football where the lack of UN membership was initially a barrier to joining sport associations. In addition, the incomplete participation of Kosovo to international relations negatively affected the development of sports in the country, limited resources but also created a feeling of isolation39. And yet, Kosovo has navigated this difficult terrain in different ways and has increased its participation in international sport activities in recent times.

Following the 2008 declaration of independence and because Kosovo attained widespread but not general recognition, better integration in sports or cultural matters dominated foreign policy as winning smaller ‘recognition contests’
We saw earlier how different bodies might be characterised by different members exerting more or less influence and this seems to have informed Kosovo’s careful calculations behind applications to international bodies where membership suggested a strong possibility of success, like with IMF (see earlier). A same logic seems to have guided the strategy for increasing participation in international sports.

According to a source from the Table Tennis Federation of Kosovo, “Kosovo’s allies like the US or Turkey were quite influential to get our membership accepted”. The same interviewee stressed the importance of Canadian then-president of the ITTF Adham Sharara in endorsing Kosovo’s application back then.

Here, the example of Table Tennis is suggestive of the importance of existing membership of sporting regimes for Kosovo’s efforts and success at better international integration: Turkey’s important position within the Table Tennis federation seems to have been an important help for Kosovo’s participation there, unlike elsewhere where Russia is more powerful.

During this period, Kosovo’s sporting decision-makers struggled to legitimize its claim of a place in the sporting world. In the case of football, in which the creation of a Kosovo federation dates to 1946, the endurance of passion about the sport in a context of political instability, social segregation and lack of infrastructure and materials in the 1990s is often highlighted by sports stakeholders in Kosovo as a key driver in their strategy to seek admission. Shortly after the independence, the Football Federation of Kosovo attempted unsuccessfully admission into FIFA. According to one of our interviewees, biggest obstacles did not come from non-recognisers but from historical friendly nations and geopolitical allies, especially Switzerland and Austria. Considering that football’s rules are very restrictive about nationality switch, these federations feared that having a Kosovo team competing internationally would mean a massive flux of talented athletes of Kosovo-Albanian family backgrounds from their representatives to the brand-new team, something that ultimately did not happen. The interviewer did not provide evidence of how and to what extent countries like Austria and Switzerland mobilised this fear into concrete actions though it is true that, ultimately, Kosovo’s admission into FIFA in 2016 brought an exceptional change in FIFA’s statutory regulations to switch national allegiances.

The process of Kosovo’s admission into IOC started in 2009 and it was achieved in 2014, also in the context of the optimism for the country and its external relations that the Brussels Agreements brought one year before. Kosovo’s application faced unprecedented legal constraints and provoked a wide reflection among sports executives and diplomats over the ways through which a given entity can accede to the IOC or not. It also offers us insight for how the issues of recognition and participation interplayed. IOC is not just one sporting governing body among the many, but the umbrella organisation that assembles them all when related to Olympic events. In order to join IOC, applicants need to fulfil two criteria. First, to have its admission recognized beforehand

40 Interview with a former executive from the Football Federation of Kosovo.
by five different sporting federations affiliated to the Olympic family. This was the case with Kosovo, which in the years before the application had managed to join various federations42.

The second criterion was recognition as an independent state by the international community. Here, it is interesting to see how widespread recognition of Kosovo, even if not general, played a positive role. According to one of our interviewees, the IOC assessed that Kosovo fulfilled this condition by de-coupling UN membership and recognition and arguing that Kosovo at that time was bilaterally recognised by most UN members (108) as evidence that the requirement was met.

The minutes of the 127th IOC Session in which Kosovo was finally admitted, say:

“The country had some 1,200 sports clubs and 34 national federations, eight of which were fully recognised by IFs of Olympic sports, with another five being provisionally recognised. Many other IFs would grant recognition to the respective NFs if the IOC granted recognition to the NOC.”

On a political level, 108 UN member states now recognised Kosovo as an independent state. This, plus the sporting recognition and the desire to protect the right of Kosovo’s athletes to compete in international competitions had led to the Executive Board decision to grant provisional recognition to the NOC, and the present proposal that the Session grant full recognition.

The interviewee, who played an active role during this process, emphasises the distinction between sports and political sovereignty we discussed before by explaining that IOC defended Kosovo’s membership from a strictly sporting viewpoint and that the organization has never asked anyone to recognise Kosovo as a state in terms of bilateral relations.

According to the minutes of the 127th IOC Session, “there was no votes against, and no abstentions” and speakers stressed that “(d) iscussions with Kosovo’s neighbouring NOCs had been very courteous and harmonious”43 and thanked “the Serbian NOC and the other parties involved”. In consonance with this, a former Kosovar diplomat who followed closely the application mentioned in an interview that the political atmosphere after the signing of

---


43 Intervention of Patrick Joseph Hickey, IOC member, during the 127th IOC Session. In “Minutes of 127th Session”, Archive of Olympic Study Centre, Lausanne, Switzerland.
the Brussel Agreements helped the application by foreseeing an imminent future of normalised relations with Serbia and remembers that, on that regard, “Serbia did not interfere much in our applications as a kind of gentlemen’s pact”. After its successful accession to the Olympic family, Kosovo managed to accelerate entries to ISGBs between 2014 and 2015. Currently, Kosovo is a full member of 30 worldwide federations and in at least 14 of its European branches. In this way the affiliation of the Olympic Committee of Kosovo to the Association of National Olympic Committees can be seen as a tipping point in Kosovo’s sporting history because of its effect on normalising Kosovo’s international presence across many sports.

Exercising sport sovereignty and dealing with non-recogisers.

If the period between 2008 and 2014-15 comprises the efforts for Kosovo’s greater participation in international sports, the lack of general recognition still poses a series of new challenges when it comes to exercising sport sovereignty. This happens especially when dealing with non-recogisers whose governments could reject treating Kosovo as one country among the many.

In terms of the effect of Kosovo’s greater participation to international sports on its diplomatic recognition or participation to international relations more generally, we note a greater participation in international relations which, overall, cannot be clearly accounted for a growth in the extend of recognition yet, but there is some evidence that there might be a positive relationship between the two. Membership of sports federations seem to have gone some way to mitigating recognition-related challenges that Kosovo might be facing at the bilateral level, for example when a non-recogiser might try to block Kosovo’s participation. In 2018 for example, Kosovo athletes were allowed to take part in the World Karate Championships hosted by the non-recogiser Spain, but in ways not suggestive of statehood and recognition. Yet, following suggestions by the IOC that they would advise international federations not to hold any international competitions in Spain, the Spanish government reversed its policy and issued visas to sportspeople from Kosovo and allowed the presence of its national symbols whenever they compete in the country. In turn, this encouragement of sports relations at the bilateral level might have a snowballing effect and lead to better diplomatic relations and even greater recognition. For example, some suggest that Spain saw the 2021 match against Kosovo as a successful test and Spanish authorities were encouraged to slowly increase relations. Indeed, there have been reports that the Spanish government is considering the opening of a commercial or cultural office in the Kosovar capital, without this implying full recognition. A similar ‘liai-
son office’ is operated by the other non-recognitioner Greece⁴⁸.

Some evidence suggests that admission into international sports have eased the acceptance of Kosovo’s statehood from strong political opponents. A notable example is how Russia switched from the negative of displaying Kosovo’s symbols in the 2014 Judo World Championships in Chelyabinsk to fully respecting them in 2016 in the European Championships in Kazan. In the first event, that was held a few months before Kosovo gained membership at IOC, the organising committee forced eventual gold-winner Majlinda Kelmendi to compete under the flag of the International Judo Federation, even though that Federation featured Kosovo as a full member back then. Two years later, when the same athlete won again a gold medal, not only she was able to compete under Kosovo’s symbols but also the Russian military orchestra performed Kosovo’s anthem and raised its flag at the awarding ceremony.

In addition, Kosovo’s greater participation to international sports can be seen as a strengthening of state capacity and performance both internally and externally, despite the lack of universal recognition. Indeed, Kosovo policymakers see the success of the Kosovar female judokas in the Summer Olympics of 2016 and 2021 as key to nation branding. Indeed, membership of sports federations, such as the International Olympic Committee (IOC) or UEFA, has been widely used by Kosovo to promote its image as a state for external audiences. A small but indicative example of the importance of such events is that all have been celebrated with separate special stamp collections. A perhaps even more important example is how the participation to international sports processes was used during the UNESCO application to promote the image of a state who can make the most if this international access: ‘the new Balkan state has achieved remarkable results after having been granted full by the IOC⁵⁰.

For a different interviewee of ours, once the goal of being accepted to international regimes has been achieved, the focus should be on increasing Kosovo’s competitiveness and making the most out of its athletes⁵¹. In this picture, there are also calls for a greater role of sports federations in developing policies⁵². This might suggest an environment in which Kosovo moves from the initial phase of government-dominated sport policies for the purposes of state-building, particularly in terms of access to international relations and nation-branding, to a more mature phase, whereby, having secured integration in sports, Kosovo can move from seeking statehood to effectively acting and living as a state, despite the lack of general recognition. Amid celebrations of UEFA and FIFA admissions back in 2016, some opinions insisted on how important was sustaining that achievement with a government-led strategic plan apart from supranational aids and technical assistance⁵².

⁵⁰ Interview with former executive from FFK.
⁵¹ interview with national policy maker, 2022.
Amid celebrations of UEFA and FIFA admissions back in 2016, some opinions insisted on how important was sustaining that achievement with a government-led strategic plan apart from supranational aids and technical assistance.
Kosovo’s National Identity and International Sports

If, then, greater participation to international relations can be seen as important for building the image and capacity of Kosovo as a state externally, we can also note an effect on Kosovo’s state-building and nation-building internally, particularly in terms of arriving at a more common sense of Kosovar identity. In this context, exercising sports sovereignty is also important for the development of a sense of self-identity distant not only to Serbia’s statehood, but also to Albania proper. Far from being a solved question to the date, this issue still creates controversies in Kosovo since some supporters believe it would be better to have a single team representing both Kosovo and Albania represented by the Albanian team. Partly because of that, there is a debate among supporters on whether Kosovo’s football team should be called a “national team” (kombëtare in Albanian) or rather referred to it as a “representation” (përfaqësuese in Albanian) in order to reserve such belonging to only Albania. On the contrary, others see positively the fact that, through sports, Kosovo gains a cultural agency that is distinct from that of Albania’s. The latter does not mean unfriendly relations with Albania, but it does acknowledge that both states become distinct, at least in a subtle, formal level. Relatedly for example, Kosovar football stakeholders did not feel their cultural identity to be completely represented internationally until their federation was accepted as member of FIFA in 2016, which might be indicating that international sports play an important role in self-constructing a notion of what implies to be Kosovar. Similarly, a former IOC executive highlights that the IOC always prioritised the express will of a distinct National Olympic Committee competing under Kosovo’s flag and symbols rather

than, for example, offering Kosovo Albanian athletes the opportunity to compete internationally via the Albanian delegation instead. Moreover, Kosovo’s sports are considered as hugely important for bridging society together and giving inspiring stories to the narrative of a multi-ethnic, new identity. This leads to our final point, that is how Kosovo’s official representation in the sporting world of nations contributes to people making sense of their identity. Kosovo’s participation to international sports, including its effect on normalisation even vis-à-vis non-recognitioners, brings to the fore the question of what a Kosovo team stands for to domestic audiences in terms of belonging and allegiance. As outsider observers of a fast-emerging trend, the authors of this paper want to be moderate and limit our remarks to a first mapping of the diverse spectrum of attitudes we found across different discourses in a qualitatively oriented corpus. Our hope is that these reflections can further research on the relations between Kosovo’s sports and Kosovo’s self-image and identity.

Through our research, we identify three major discursive trends. First, Kosovo as a representative of a polycentric Albanian nation, especially associated with those who identify themselves as ethnic Albanians and/or see Kosovarness fundamentally as a variant of an embracing Albanian identity. Fans that subscribe to this trend do not want to renounce to supporting fandom towards the Albanian national team and some of them even relinquish to display a preference to the Kosovar representatives over the Albanian ones. Secondly, others see Kosovo as a multi-ethnic society, especially in the context of engaging with national minorities. This trend is promoted by those groups who believe that Kosovo’s institutions need to be complemented with a Kosovo ‘civic’ identity that should take distance from ethnic Albanian affiliations. On this direction, sports could be an effective tool to integrate non-Albanian communities, especially Serbs, into Kosovar civic institutions and promote inter-ethnic relations. Although there have been attempts to include Kosovo Serbs in teams, this has not been easy. With regards to other communities, the existence of non-Albanian Kosovar sportspeople who played in Yugoslav teams, like ethnic Gorani Fahrudin Jusufi, may reinforce the idea of Kosovarness as multi-ethnic, which could encourage non-Albanian communities to engage with affiliated Kosovo’s teams. Lastly, Kosovo is seen in the context of a European transnational belonging, focusing on sports-

55 Interview with national policy maker, 2022.
Kosovo’s sports are considered as hugely important for bridging society together and giving inspiring stories to the narrative of a multi-ethnic, new identity.

people rather than territorial and historical claims\textsuperscript{60}. Interviewees who stressed this angle of ‘Kosovarness’ highlighted the pride they feel of having such talented athletes and celebrated ‘cultural ambassadors’ in the global world over whether they formally represent Kosovar delegations or not. Good examples of this trend are Swiss players Granit Xhaka and Xherdan Shaqiri in men’s football and Swedish player Kosovare Asllani in women’s football. Furthermore, sports can help de-territorialize and de-ethnicize the concept of ‘Kosovarness’ by also highlighting life stories of (Kosovo) Albanian players from the diaspora, who are eligible to play for Kosovo and whether they opt for Kosovo or not. Additionally, the fact that most of (Kosovo) Albanian diasporas concentrates in European countries make, according to some interviewees, this kind of belonging a truly mode of showing the world how their cultural identity needs to be framed under the umbrella of European identities too. In any case, it is interesting to observe to what extent international sports participation of Kosovo will affect the debate around cultural identity and, eventually, craft a sense of belonging clearly distinct to other national belongings.


Conclusions and To the Future

This paper sought to explore three related yet different issues. Firstly, how Kosovo’s path to international sports relate to recognition issues. Secondly, how sports offer Kosovo an opportunity to improve its image and exercise a sovereignty missing in other political settings. Thirdly, how participation in international sports help Kosovo craft a sense of belonging internally. For the first question, we reviewed the challenges that comes when a not generally recognised state aims to take part in the sporting world of nations. Kosovo’s participation in international sports has been noteworthy, especially considering the constrains that the lack of general recognition might create. For example, in the case of the IOC we witnessed how UN membership itself is not an indispensable requisite to be considered a successful candidate to join other supranational bodies, although bodies where a majority of members recognise make it easier. This finding could be valuable considering that further de-recognitions from peripheral states could disbalance such majority in the future. For the second question, we presented the evolution of Kosovo’s sporting recent history to indicate the path from isolation to medal-winning performances. Over the years, Kosovars have managed to navigate a challenging international arena and to partake, and often excel, at various international sports. Indeed, this has strengthened Kosovo’s capacity and performance as a state, both internally and externally, and raises important questions for Kosovo society too, particularly in terms of its identity, which is our third question. Whilst we do not elaborate on this due to space limitations of this paper, we hope these initial thoughts will encourage more analysis on the range of possibilities with which the Kosovar society is thinking the relation between their sports representation and their cultural identity.

All these issues discussed in this paper offer us ample lessons to be drawn from the things that worked, and those that did not, in Kosovo’s attempts at international sports participation towards the development of both sports but also other cultural policies. Whilst this paper has sought to analyse Kosovo’s (recent) past towards assessing its efforts at international sport participation, a look at the future raises questions of how new technologies might further shape these policies. The growth of egames, the disruptive nature of metaverses and new channels for streaming and broadcasting content globally might give room for new forms of international participation beyond traditional key players in the sports industry. Such avenues might be especially important for Kosovo, whose people still often face challenges in participating in international processes with a more traditional or physical element (see for example the challenges relating to visa travel we discussed earlier). In this regard, Kosovo’s sport’s diplomacy and digital diplomacy might be fruitfully married towards furthering, and diversifying, Kosovo’s strategies of international participation.
Recommendations

Finally and drawing on our exploration of the ways in which Kosovo has managed to participate in international sports, the recognition-related challenges it faced and the ways in which they were overcome, we propose below a dynamic set of goals that Kosovo could pursue in terms of sports-oriented policy making:

1. to replicate successful initiatives in sports policy to other domains of Kosovo’s popular culture to normalise Kosovo’s statehood in international fora.

2. to promote and endure Kosovo’s emergence as a benchmark in sports, especially considering its condition as a small and relatively peripheral country in a world of sports usually dominated by superpowers.

3. to more clearly link participation in sports to its external nation-branding goals, but also to the consolidation of internal nation-building processes.

Starting with (1), our analysis showed the various ways in which Kosovo managed to increase its participation and acknowledgment in international sports. These findings suggest that there is room for Kosovo’s sports policy makers and key people in those processes to transfer their expertise to other cultural institutions via workshops, technical exchanges, and an in-depth comparative review of how different cultural governing bodies work, how Kosovo can most successfully argue its case, and which path should be the best to allow Kosovo’s expansion of membership in international fora.

With regards to (2) it might be worth incorporating Kosovo’s contemporary success in some sports, such as female Judo as part of a long-term nation-branding strategy that can inform international audiences about the country and change stereotypical images around it. This might necessitate Kosovo openly engaging with past and ongoing constraints, such as disputed sovereignty, travel restrictions, geopolitical peripherality, economic difficulties and socio-demographic limitations, in order to highlight Kosovar sports or other success stories as even more noteworthy. This is similar to how the Table Tennis Federation argued its case for joining the International Tennis Federation. These issues normally fuel derogative perceptions of the country and its society.
Instead, a reframing that highlights Kosovo’s success despite those challenges could center self-improvement, teamwork, commitment, sacrifice, a result-oriented mindset, and healthy habits as values that sports tend to vehicle and which Kosovo embraces.

With reference to (3), participation in international sports might be valuable for a narrative about what unites the people of Kosovo which can be potentially more divisive than other hot-markers of nationhood, like language or religion. In the case of Kosovo, this might allow a sense of belonging strong enough to cope with a series of challenges related to its kaleidoscopic and young society. On that regard, our recommendation is that Kosovo’s institutions provide different groups of people identifying with different notions of ‘Kosovar belonging’ as identified with different motives to engage with Kosovo’s teams and sports in general. From a perspective of Kosovo as part of a wider polycentric society, Kosovo sporting institutions should invest in relations with their Albanian equivalents (e.g. fostering cooperation through friendly games, joint initiatives, exchanges camps), while preserving sport sovereignty. Second-ly, developing policies that would encourage the representation of underrepresented minorities in sports could go a long way in fostering Kosovo as a multi-ethnic society. Finally, from the perspective of Kosovo as a somewhat transnational European space of belonging, Kosovo could invest in using sports to promote the country’s ‘Europeanness’ to international audiences.
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